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Renaissance Moscow Monarch Centre Hotel opens new Novospassky conference - hall
The best Moscow congress hotel, according to the Putevodnaya Zvezda (Guiding Star)
Award 2018, the Renaissance Hotel Moscow Monarch opens a new conference hall
Novospassky. A spacious hall of 375 square meters located on the ground floor of the
hotel and accommodating up to 280 people (theater) or up to 200 people (banquet).
The multifunctional hall can be easily transformed by mobile soundproof walls into two
independent halls of 205 and 170 square meters, holding two separate events
simultaneously for up to 144 and 116 people respectively. In the lobby there is a
comfortable lounge area, conveniently designed for welcome drinks or coffee breaks.
The opening of the 13th hall proves that one of the main hotel priorities is developing its
congress services.

Conference - solutions:
• Modern audio-video equipment
• Individual climate control system
• High speed Wifi
• Monarch complex with business and shopping centers
• Professional banquet service

About the hotel
Renaissance Moscow Monarch has everything for organizing and holding events of any
scale - from extensive exhibitions and conferences to small trainings, round tables and
etc. The hotel is conveniently located at the intersection of the Third Ring Road and
Leningradsky Prospect, making the journey to the city center, the Moscow-City business
center or the Expocentre within minutes. The hotel welcomes guests with 366 rooms of
various categories, equipped with air conditioning, satellite TV, direct dial telephone,
and free Wifi. The hotel’s fitness center offers gym, pool, jacuzzi, sauna, spa, solarium
and turkish bath. The Renaissance’s restaurants serve Mediterranean fusion cuisine,
sushi, salads and snacks.

ABOUT RENAISSANCE
Renaissance Hotels represents a diverse collection of more than 160 hotels in 35 countries
worldwide. Each property is unique, offering passionate travelers a one-of-kind experience and
memories they will be sure to take with them long after they depart. Within every hotel, guests
are greeted by an exceptional array of amenities and an inspiring world of local discoveries. For
travelers looking to experience something new, innovative and locally driven programs including
the industry leading entertainment platform RLife LIVE as well R Navigator, ensure that every trip
is transformed into an eye-opening, unforgettable journey. Renaissance Hotels. Live Life To
Discover. To discover more visit www.renhotels.com.

